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Exercises in New Creation from Paul to Kierkegaard
In *Exercises in New Creation from Paul to Kierkegaard*, T. Wilson Dickinson has given us a holistic presentation of the wisdom that humanity is capable of exhibiting in its care for the self, the city, and creation as a whole. The fact that humankind has often historically failed in cultivating such wisdom is what makes this book a timely reminder of the significance of looking beyond the "old ways" of doing theology. Utilizing authors who pushed the limits of writing—often merging their personal lives into their theological and philosophical perspectives—and so focusing on Paul, Augustine, Martin Luther, Søren Kierkegaard, and Jacques Derrida, Dickinson shows how each author develops a rigorous and sustained examination of the self in the reading and writing practices they engaged. Indeed, such literary habits open a window for each writer to a care of the self that, in turn, alters humanity's relationships with others, those of the city, and those of creation more broadly. Though Dickinson peers frequently into the privileged, and often idealistic, exercises of reading and writing (a point he gladly acknowledges), there is a profound transformation in relations between humanity and creation that can only take place through the excess of language that uniquely characterizes human existence. If wisdom is truly to be transformative of humanity's affiliation with creation, then turning to literary and pedagogical activities is not a distraction from this task, but a central way to reframe the human being's understanding of itself and the various orders it creates within this world—most of which having a significant impact upon creation. This focus upon literary exercises as a way to rethink about our connection to creation is, in fact, part of the subtlety of the argument that the book puts forward, and it is one that permeates every page and figure in remarkable ways.

As Dickinson makes clear, an attentiveness to the (Pauline) wisdom of the cross expands knowledge of self, city, and creation. We are thereby presented with a type of wisdom that is not only insurrectionist with regard to established imperial orders, but is also capable of redirecting the attention of humanity toward its part in a larger ecological context. In describing such wisdom, a host of philosophical and theological voices merge in Dickinson's study in order to illuminate a path from the unjust orders of our world—which all-too-frequently result in the marginalization of persons and the destruction of nature—to a messianic vision for a new creation that surpasses even what Paul could have imagined. Though such a new creation is modelled on Pauline thoughts about the "wisdom of the cross" and the new body in Christ that results from its application, it evolves over time—and as we see in the writings of Augustine and Kierkegaard in particular—into alternative perspectives on our creaturely life that stress simplicity and wisdom. It is within these contexts as well that we hear cries for an excessive justice that points directly toward those lives that exceed the boundaries of whatever created order dominates those social and political existences which overshadow the simplicity of creation itself.

There is no doubt that contemporary theology must entirely reformulate its take on creation through renegotiating its association with various ecological issues. It must also account for its past failure to be attentive to the care of creation, as Dickinson deftly and repeatedly illustrates. This is where continental philosophical insight is, at times, brought forth by Dickinson, in order to find—within Pauline theology—an answer to our contemporary environmental crises. *Exercises in New Creation* is, in my opinion, a worthy companion to all of the philosophical commentary on Pauline thought that has appeared over the past few decades, and one that very much gets to the heart of the theological importance of these otherwise philosophical endeavors. The fact that Dickinson holds his own within such a context, ever mindful of the anthropological conclusions that Pauline thought engenders, while also asking theological discussion with a complete rethinking of its ecological moorings, is a sign that the subtlety that flows throughout the work is more than mere cleverness. It is the mark of a solid argument that is bound to win over the mind of any who devote themselves to studying its premises.
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